Kindergarten—5th Grade Summer Program
Every Wednesday at 2:00pm
Starting June 13th!

BRENT ALLAN MAGIC & PUPPETS (June 13th)

Free Family Fun!! Come out and enjoy an exciting program that combines
magic, comedy, and puppets. Brent Allan incorporates fun, games and
lots of silly interactions.

JESTER PUPPETS (June 20th)

"Jolly Roger - A Musical Pirate Adventure!" During our summer
escapades, there will be a few familiar faces along for the journey and
even some brand new characters that the kids will love. But everyone
will need to keep a weather eye out, for a kraken may be near... We are
encouraging all of the kids (and even the grown ups) to come to the show
dressed as pirates. The word for the summer is INTERACTIVE! Kids will
learn to walk like a pirate and talk like a pirate. Yo ho ho, me hearties! So swab yer decks and batten down
your hatches 'cause Jester Puppets is ready to make port in your favorite library!

BLANK PARK ZOO (June 27th)

“A Very Musical Habitat” Habitats make music in various ways. Imagine the sound of wind
blowing through grass in the prairie or the orchestras of insects singing in the rain forest –
habitats are full of music! Join a zoo educator as we explore the songs and sounds of different
habitats and meet animals from the zoo’s Education Department that call those habitats home.

INDEPEDENCE DAY (July 4th)

Sorry, but the library will be closed this Wednesday in observance of Independence Day!

IOWA STATE INSECT ZOO (July 11th)

“The Song of Bugs” We will begin the program with an original story
written by Ginny Mitchell, Insect Zoo Coordinator. During this story we
will hear the sound of many different bugs as Unia the cricket, who has
lost his song, tries to find out why he is different. Following the story we
will have a Bugtastic Insect Zoo display with many hands-on opportunities.

ABSOLUTE SCIENCE (July 18th)

Enjoy a science show of sound with musical pipes and other sound experiments. What is a
science show without fire! Come be amazed.

Movie Day —(July 25th)
(TO BE ANNOUNCED)

Rated : / Length :

Pick Up A Complete Calendar Of Events Today!

Funding for the Summer Programs was provided by:
City of Clarinda
Clarinda Lied Library Foundation
Friends of the Lied Public Library

